Torino Economic Analysis provides analytical reports on market-relevant
developments in high-yield Latin American markets. Our in-depth reports
provide first-hand coverage of market-relevant economic and political
events in Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, and Venezuela. Our reports are
based on state-of-the-art economics combined with on-the-ground
coverage supported by our network of local operatives. Our first-hand
knowledge of ongoing developments allows you to obtain informed
opinions of market-moving events in real-time.

LATAM THIS WEEK REPORT
Our flagship product, LatAm This Week, is published every Monday
morning and includes in-depth discussion and analysis on key economic
and political issues. Each report focuses on three or four topics of
interest, as well as a review of the key development to watch for the
week ahead. The format of the report allows you to delve deeply into
the issues or learn about the key points in the first-page summary.

LATAM TODAY NEWSLETTER
A daily brief of key events that took place in the previous day, including
reports in the morning local press and overnight developments.
Presented in table form, you can quickly scan through the headlines or
read the full brief in less than five minutes.

LATAM FLASH REPORTS
When major events take place, it is necessary to understand possible immediate
implications. We provide separate reports with our first view on the most recent
political and economic developments.

LATAM’S RED BOOK
The Red Book contains public and proprietary quarterly statistical series data
that follow the macroeconomic developments in Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, and
Venezuela, including Balance of Payments, Fiscal Accounts, Liquid and
Liquidatabale Assets and Key Characteristics of Bond Issuances.

FRONTIER MARKETS MONTHLY REPORT
Our new publication provides in-depth coverage of neglected yet relevant
economies in the Caribbean and Central and South America. For each economy,
the report provides a discussion on macroeconomic trends and political
developments, as well as comprehensive full forecast tables.

TRIPS TO THE REGION
Our exclusive Investor Trips host a small group of clients to the covered
countries. We organize closed-door meetings and discussions with key business
leaders, government officials, political leaders from both the government and
opposition and economic and political analysts.

Our Caracas-based team provides
background analysis for our
reports as well as logistical
support for our events in the
region.
Our
on-the-ground
capabilities give us a unique
perspective on developments in
economies
where
first-hand
insights are vital to make
successful investment decisions.

IN 2016 AND 2017
During 2016 and early 2017, many analysts predicted an
impending default in Venezuela’s debt. We published several
research papers arguing that Venezuelan authorities would
prefer to cut imports in order to continue servicing the debt,
given the fear of attachment of PDVSA assets and revenue
flows. Based on evidence from other experiences, we
estimated that the country would actually experience a USD
4-7bn drop in revenues from a default. We correctly
predicted that Venezuela would pay its amortizations up until
the end of 2017. However, we also warned that the risk of
default would rise if economic sanctions were imposed, as
the economy would completely lose access to financing.
Indeed, two months after the United States imposed
economic sanctions, the country initiated a debt restructuring
process.

One week ahead of Ecuador’s runoff presidential election, we
predicted that Lenin Moreno would defeat Guillermo Lasso
by a margin of 52.0-48.0%. At that time, many analysts were
betting on a Lasso victory. Our prediction was based on an
aggregate polling indication created using our proprietary
methodology for poll aggregation and bias correction.
Moreno won the election with 51.2% to Lasso’s 48.8%.

In July 2017, we commissioned exit polls of the opposition’s
symbolic consultative referéndum as well as of the elections
to the Constitutional Assembly. Our exit polls, published
before any official results were announced, predicted a
turnout of 7.6 million voters in the opposition referéndum,
almost identical to the final tally of votes. In the
government’s election, we estimated 3.6 million voters.
Although the government announced a turnout of 8.1
million, the figure was widely recognized as being inflated.
With access to internal Electoral Council documents, Reuters
showed that the vote count at the end of the voting day was
3.7 million—very close to our 3.6 million estimates.

In Venezuela, we produce proprietary estimates of inflation,
government, among other statistics. None of these are
published by the Venezuelan authorities on a regular basis,
who published data for most indicators in early 2019.
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Closed-door small group dinners with policymakers
and key actors.
Invi tat ion to invest or trips to Latin America.
Custom data and information requests made on
de mand.

